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I thought perhaps some forum readers would be interested in the following articles. As a 

physicist, I have followed developments in energy production inovation with interest. It is 

becoming clear that the high energy prices are leading to the sort of innovation that our 

President anticipated, as an alternative to throttling down our economy under Kyoto. Believe 

me, the attached articles point the way to a brilliant and revolutionaly future, wherein we 

maintain our living standard, and spread it to poorer segments of humanity, whilst increasing 

environmental protection standards :  

 

Methanol from Coal - fueling flexifuel cars  

http://www.thenewatlantis.com/archive/13/zubrin.htm  

 

Liquid fuel from methane  

http://www.energybulletin.net/4057.html  

Abundant methane  

http://energybulletin.net/5113.html  

 

http://mydocs.epri.com/docs/CorporateDocuments/EPRI_Journal/2005-Fall/1012885_PHEV.pdf  

 

http://www.hybridtechnologies.com  

 

http://www.electricmoto.com/electricmoto.php?id=product_blade  

 

http://tinyurl.com/2utyyn  

 

https://www.pbmr.com/  

 

http://www.scienceinafrica.co.za/2004/november/energy.htm  

 

http://www.teslamotors.com/index.php?js_enabled=1  

 

http://www.autoblog.com/2006/07/20/tesla-roadster-unveiling-in-santa-monica/  

 

http://blog.scifi.com/tech/archives/2006/08/08/loremo_ag_the_1.html  

 

http://www.loremo.com/index_en.php  
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http://green.yahoo.com/index.php?q=node/315  

 

http://www.wrightspeed.com/x1.html  

 

http://auto.xprize.org/  

 

The USA is leading the way, as indicated here,,,,,,,  

proud to be an American......ken shock  

 

http://www.brinnonprosperity.org  

===========================additional=============================  

 

Breathe Easier  

April 22, 2006; Page A8  

 

Today, April 22, is Earth Day, which has been marked each year since 1970 as  

a day of reflection on the state of the environment. At least that's the  

idea, so let's begin with some figures.  

 

Since 1970, carbon monoxide emissions in the U.S. are down 55%, according to  

the Environmental Protection Agency. Particulate emissions are down nearly  

80% and sulfur dioxide emissions have been reduced by half. Lead emissions  

have declined more than 98%. All of this has been accomplished despite a  

doubling of the number of cars on the road and a near-tripling of the number  

of miles driven, according to Steven Hayward of the Pacific Research  

Institute.  

 

Mr. Hayward compiles the "Index of Leading Environmental Indicators"  

published around Earth Day each year by PRI and the American Enterprise  

Institute. It serves as an instructive antidote for the doom and gloom that  

normally pervades environmental coverage, especially of late.  

 

This year, for example, Vanity Fair has inaugurated an "Earth Issue,"  

comprising 246 glossy, non-recycled pages of fashion ads, celebrity worship  

and environmental apocalypse. Highlights include computer-generated images  

of New York City under water and the Washington mall as one big reflecting  

pool. The magazine also includes a breathless essay by U.S. environmental  

conscience-in-chief Al Gore. The message is that we are headed for an  

environmental catastrophe of the first order, and only drastic changes to  

the way we live can possibly prevent it.  

 

If arguments were won through the use of italics, Mr. Gore would prevail in  

a knock-out. But as Mr. Hayward notes in his "Index," the environmental  

movement as a whole has developed a credibility problem since the first  

Earth Day 36 years ago. In the 1970s, prominent greens were issuing dire  

predictions about mass starvation, overpopulation and -- of all things --  
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global cooling. Since then, population-growth estimates have come way down,  

biotechnology advances have found ways to feed more people than the  

doomsayers believed possible, and the global-cooling crisis has become the  

global-warming crisis without missing a beat.  

 

There's no doubt the greens have succeeded in promoting higher environmental  

standards, which in turn have contributed to cleaner air, water and land  

almost everywhere you look. Today, game fish have returned to countless  

American streams and lakes, the Northeast has more forestland that at any  

time since the 19th century and smog is down dramatically in places like Los  

Angeles. But environmental activists don't want to believe their own  

success, much less advertise it. They need another looming catastrophe to  

stay relevant, not to mention to keep raising money.  

 

Thus the cause of global warming has come at a fortuitous moment for  

clean-air warriors looking for alarms to ring. It is global in scope, will  

take decades to come to fruition -- or to be revealed as another false alarm  

-- and provides endless opportunities for government intrusion into the  

economy. It is, if you'll pardon the deliberate reference to a faith-based  

phenomenon, the green equivalent of manna from heaven. Or would be, if the  

greens hadn't spent so much time over the last three decades talking up  

scares that never came to pass.  

 

This credibility deficit, combined with the slow-motion nature of the  

putative warming, has led to some desperate tactics by the global-warming  

true believers. To cite just one example, careful expounders of the idea of  

human-caused global warming used to take pains to distinguish between  

"climate" and "weather." Thus, snow storms in April or cold snaps in  

September were merely "weather" and told us nothing about long-term trends.  

 

Then Katrina hit the Gulf Coast, and the environmental movement pounced. The  

image of an American city filled with water proved irresistible to those who  

have been warning for years about rising sea levels -- never mind that the  

cause was one unusually powerful storm and that New Orleans was built below  

sea level in the first place. As Mr. Gore puts it, Katrina "may have been  

the first sip of a bitter cup which will be proffered to us over and over  

again until we act on the truth we have wished would go away." If that  

language sounds familiar, that's because Mr. Gore borrowed the image from  

Winston Churchill, who used it to describe the Nazi menace in Europe in the  

1930s.  

 

The comparison between global-warming skeptics and Nazis or their  

sympathizers is not an idle one, as full-scale demonization of anyone who  

questions the global warming orthodoxy is now under way. MIT's Richard  

Lindzen recently described in these pages how this intimidation is stifling  

scientific debate.  



 

A separate article in the same issue of Vanity Fair compares anyone who  

doubts that the apocalypse is nigh (including us) to the tobacco-industry  

shills who denied the link between cancer and smoking. It also suggests that  

both are the products of the same bought-and-paid-for industry flacks. You  

can expect to hear more such comparisons going forward; having lost the  

debate over Kyoto, certain greens would now rather not debate the evidence  

at all and merely invoke some "consensus" that everyone allegedly knows to  

be true.  

 

As optimists by nature, we're inclined instead to observe the happy  

environmental progress of recent decades; that this is in part the result of  

prosperity produced by economic growth; and that the solutions to any future  

environmental danger are also likely to emerge from the new technology and  

greater wealth produced by free markets and free people. So next time  

someone tells you that climate change is more dangerous than terrorism, bear  

in mind something else Churchill once said: "A fanatic is one who can't  

change his mind and won't change the subject."  

 

URL for this article:  

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB114567120114933216.html  

======================compare to=====================  

 

Guest columnist  

 

Al Gore's environmental jihad  

 

By Jonah Goldberg  

Syndicated Columnist  

 

Meet Al Gore, scaremonger. In 2004, Gore denounced President Bush for  

"playing on our fears." Today, he is at the forefront of a "green scare"  

about global warming intended to terrify Americans into submitting to his  

environmental policies.  

 

Consider the trailer for "An Inconvenient Truth," Davis Guggenheim's  

documentary about Gore's green crusade. It promises to be the most adept  

piece of scaremongering ever captured on film, making "The Texas Chainsaw  

Massacre" seem like "Toy Story 2." The movie's poster shows penguins walking  

across a desert. The trailer says, "If you love your planet ... if you love  

your children ... you have to see this movie." In case you're thick in the  

head, the producers spell it out for you: "By far, the most terrifying film  

you will ever see!" And: "You will soil your pants!" (OK, I made that last  

one up.)  

 

Of course, Gore is not alone. A host of new environmental scare books are  

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB114567120114933216.html


out or on the way. Last month, Time magazine's cover warned, "Be Worried. Be  

Very Worried." Those renowned climatologists who make up Vanity Fair's  

editorial board have unveiled a "green issue" that informs us that "green is  

the new black" and that global warming is a "threat graver than terrorism."  

It says so right there on the cover, above Julia Roberts' hip. And she's  

dressed like a forest nymph, so it's got to be true.  

 

Now, it's true that Earth has gotten warmer - one degree since the 19th  

century - and it will probably get warmer still. And it's probably true that  

human activity plays a significant part in all that. But it's also true that  

we don't have a clear picture of what's happening now, never mind what will  

happen. Just ask the 60 climatologists from around the world who wrote  

Canada's prime minister that "observational evidence does not support  

today's computer climate models, so there is little reason to trust model  

predictions of the future."  

 

But that's all beside the point to Gore & Co., who say the time for debate  

is over. And if you disagree, get ready for the witch hunt. Major news media  

have gone after scientists who argue there's still time to study global  

warming rather than plunge into some half-baked environmental jihad that  

could waste possibly trillions of dollars.  

 

As Richard Lindzen, professor of meteorology at MIT, recently lamented in  

The Wall Street Journal: "Scientists who dissent from the alarmism have seen  

their grant funds disappear, their work derided, and themselves libeled as  

industry stooges, scientific hacks or worse. Consequently, lies about  

climate change gain credence even when they fly in the face of the science  

that supposedly is their basis."  

 

In Vanity Fair, writer Mark Hertsgaard alleges that Frederick Seitz, the  

former president of the National Academy of Sciences and the former  

president of the prestigious Rockefeller University, was a shill for, of all  

things, the tobacco industry. A press release by the National Environmental  

Trust proclaims "Scientist Who Spearheaded Attacks on Global Warming Also  

Directed $45M Tobacco Industry Effort to Hide Health Impacts of Smoking."  

 

Seitz, a giant in American science, says this is all "ridiculous, completely  

wrong." Now 94, Seitz explained to <http://tcsdaily.com/> TCSDaily.com that  

R.J. Reynolds had given Rockefeller University $5 million a year for basic  

research. Seitz says he directed the money toward non-tobacco-related  

efforts in the study of prions (the virus-like proteins that cause mad-cow  

disease), tuberculosis and other diseases. Prion researcher Stanley Prusiner  

thanked both R.J. Reynolds and Seitz in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech.  

 

But Gore & Co. aren't troubled by such details because the smears are all  

for a good cause. That's why Gore saw nothing wrong in bullying dissident  

http://tcsdaily.com/


climate-change scientists when he was a senator or waging a mean-spirited  

campaign to discredit the work of his old mentor, Harvard oceanographer  

Roger Revelle, because Revelle thought alarmism was unwarranted.  

 

Hence the irony of the title "An Inconvenient Truth." It is the green scare  

that has no patience for incon-venient truths. For example, Gore blames the  

disappearing snows of Mount Kilimanjaro on global warming, but a study in  

Nature magazine identified the clear-cutting of surrounding moisture-rich  

forests as the culprit. In the famously fact-checked New Yorker, editor  

David Remnick pens a love letter to Gore in which he laments that Earth will  

"likely be an uninhabitable planet" if we don't heed Gore's jeremiads. Oh  

... come ... on!  

 

This is just a small taste of the millenarian battiness running through the  

green scare. Sure, a 1- or 2-degree-per-century rise in average global  

temperatures may have unpleasant consequences - with some pleasant ones as  

well - but in what study did the New Yorker's fact-checkers verify that  

Earth will become uninhabitable? Moreover, the greens' proposed solutions to  

global warming are even more otherworldly. Reducing global carbon dioxide  

emissions to 60 percent of 1990 levels before 2050, while China, India and  

(hopefully) Africa modernize, is inconceivable, ill-conceived and also  

immoral because it would consign generations to poverty.  

 

But none of that seems to matter to the greens. To them, the only thing we  

have to fear is the lack of fear itself.  

 

Jonah Goldberg's column appears regularly on editorial pages of The Times.  

His e-mail address is <mailto:JonahsColumn@aol.com> JonahsColumn@aol.com  

 

http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/news/general/copyright.html  

==============and=============  

 

Gravy_Train  

 

In an open  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2006/04/09/wkyoto09.xml  

letter to Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper, 60 leading scientists  

called upon him to "re-visit the science on global warming and review the  

policies inherited from his leftwing predecessor." Referring to Kyoto as  

"pointless," the letter not only questioned the science of climate change,  

it also cites as a greater threat the billions of dollars that are to be  

wasted on associated research and development -- an outgrowth of that  

self-same science.  

 

Questioning the justification for this R&D will not only attract the ire of  

researchers on the gravy train, it threatens the sources of fodder for  
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scare-mongers in the mainstream media. Indeed, had 60 scientists written  

urging almost anything else, it would have, no doubt, received widespread  

coverage. But this open letter was marked by an almost deafening media  

silence in the US, UK and elsewhere.  

 

Richard Lindzen, Sloan Professor of Atmospheric Science at the Massachusetts  

Institute of Technology (MIT) asks a pertinent  

http://www.opinionjournal.com/extra/?id=110008220 question: "How can a  

barely discernible, one-degree increase in the recorded global mean  

temperature since the late 19th century possibly gain public acceptance as  

the source of weather catastrophes? And how can it translate into claims  

about future catastrophes? The answer has much to do with misunderstanding  

the science of climate, plus a willingness to debase climate science into a  

triangle of alarmism."  

 

Lindzen goes on to identify how the doom-mongers in both the science  

research community and media have a "vested interest" in "hyping" the  

"political stakes for policymakers who provide more funds for more science  

research to feed more alarm. "After all", Lindzen wonders, "who puts money  

into science -- whether for AIDS, or space, or climate -- where there is  

nothing really alarming"?  

 

Lindzen himself knows a thing or two about science research funding. The  

faculty  

http://www.boston.com/news/globe/health_science/articles/2006/01/23/young_scientists_hit_har

dest_as_funding_falls/  

at MIT has recently suffered  

cuts. The physics department was only able to accept 25 students this year  

-- down from 50 last year. And two MIT contracts with NASA -- which PhD  

candidates rely on to pay for their work -- have been trimmed by 91 percent.  

During 2005 two research workers turned down funding at MIT to work in  

Europe where funding is currently less of struggle. But he plainly does not  

allow this to cloud his opinion on the science.  

 

Even though the US still spends more than any other country on scientific  

research, federal research funds more generally are currently flat or  

declining in many areas. But the National Institutes of Health saw its  

budget double between 1998 and 2003. Still, this year saw the Congress  

approve the first NIH budget cut since 1970. The National Science Foundation  

received only a modest increase to its massive $5.6 billion budget. (The  

usual response from science advocates squaring up to warn of the US 'losing  

its competitive edge' duly followed.)  

 

The Bush-led government duly felt the full force of the "anti-science"  

accusation as a result. The notion that there are issues of more immediate  

financial need, like Homeland Security, cuts no arctic ice with funding  
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ideologues, however.  

 

Lindzen points to how the successes of climate alarmism are directly  

reflected "in the increased federal spending on climate research from a few  

hundred million dollars pre-1990 to $1.7 billion today." But he notes a  

"more sinister side to this feeding frenzy." It's that "scientists who  

dissent from alarmism have seen their funds disappear, their work derided,  

and libelled as industry stooges, scientific hacks or worse." The result?  

"Consequently, lies about climate change gain credence even when they fly in  

the face of the science that supposedly is their basis."  

 

Dr. Roy Spencer recently warned  

http://www.tcsdaily.com/printArticle.aspx?ID=040406C  

that the current global warming hysteria could be assuaged if "more scientists who don't believe 

in predictions of climate catastrophe...rise above their fears of losing funding and speak out."  

 

In the UK, the trade union Prospect -- which represents 68,000 scientists --  

issued a  

http://www.publicfinance.co.uk/news_details.cfm?News_id=27058  

report in March called 'Who's looking after British science?' The report  

complained bitterly that recent government cuts have "damaged the UK's core  

science capability." Once again, we are talking about public funding in the  

public sector. Prospect's real concern was that funding would be switched to  

"fund research that would only benefit private companies, which could switch  

the focus of research according to commercial demand."  

 

In response to the publication of 2006 Climate Change Programme, Tomorrow's  

climate, today's challenge, the chair of the British Local Government  

Association's Board David Sparks has recently  

 

http://www.publicfinance.co.uk/news_details.cfm?News_id=27078  

demanded that local government "needs Â£28 million to meet climate change challenges."  

 

Perhaps never, in the annals of scientific research, has Mark Twain's  

observation about science been so apt: "One gets such wholesale returns of  

conjecture out of such a trifling investment of fact." And the fact is,  

billions in special interests are now controlling the debate.  

 

Peter C Glover is the author of The Politics of Faith. He also edits the  

blog Wires From The http://www.wiresfromthebunker.com/ Bunker.  
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